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WEEKEND
WEATHEA

TODAY: The National Weather Service in Paducah calls
partly sunny and warm conditions today with a high
temperature In the mid to upper 80s. EXTENDED
OUTLOOK: Fair and warm Saturday with lows in the upper 60s and htghs in

~-------------------------~----------~ ~~~. A~~~~ooSu~~d~~in~-~~.

Beating Becker
Purcell wins in Germany
By DOUG McPHERSON
Sports Writer

Murray Kentuckian Mel
Purcell defeated Boris Becker,
the number two player in the
world, in the second round of
the German Open Tennis Tournament in Hamburg, West Germlmy, Wednesday.
According to Bennie Purcell,
Mel's father and coach, the
match wns a close contest which
Mel won in threu sets, 7·5, 2-6,

7·6.
Mel cnllf'd Bennie Tuesdav
and told h1s fa the1· that h~
would be playing Becker on
Wednesda} nnd that, he believ·
ed he hnd a chance at beating
Becker because he had played
well aga inst him last. year.
The two met in January of
1985 in Pm'tl nnd, Oregon whe1·c
Becker edged Purcell 6-4, 6-4.

The $250,000 German Open is
played on a slow clay surface
which Mel apparently likes.
"Mel is good on clay and in
many respects it is his best surface," Bennie said. ' 'He has
beaten (]van) Lendl on clay."
The Murray native, who i!l
sometimes referred to ns the
" Huck Finn" of tennis, main·
tained a top 30 world ranking
for four consecutive years until
an automobile accident in May
of 1985 caused a serious elbow
injury which progressively
became worse as he continued
to play.
By September of 1985, his
ranking had dropped to 78.
Later that same month he
decided to have surgery. ln
December. his ranking bottom·
ed at 288.
According to coach Purcell ,
the win aga1nst B(..cker will
help boost Mel's ranking.

Are you nuts?

Photo by TONY JAMES

AS AUTUMN APPROACHES one of the many squirrels which Inhabit the trees In the quadrangle
seems to be preparing lor the winter.

First-time students may find
beginning semester difficult
By GEORGANN STAFFORD
Stafl Wnter

Loneliness, depression, anxiety and feur. Experts say these

feelings are often associated
with the start of a new semester
for college students.
Tncoming freshmen are the
most vulnerable, although
anyone can have problems at a
particular time, said Dr. Bill
Allbritten, director of the
Counseling and Testing Center.
"The problems vary from stu·
dent to student according to
their life at home and their high
school.
"Academically, time management. is a crucial problem the
student faces,'' Allbritten said.
He also stressed the importance
of persistence and selfdiscipline. ''Those who had to
work hard for their grades in
high school arc more likely to
clo well in college courses."
For many students social problems are the most intimidating. "Change is difficult
for all of us,'' said Dr. Thomas
Holcomb, professor of guidance
and counseling. "One of the big
problems with students coming
to college is that they leave all
their s upports in their
hometown. Freshmen can't

wait for people to involve
them," Holcomb said. "They
must build a new support
system."
Students must also be
realistic in what they expect
college to do for them. "The bigger the difference between your
expectations and what is actual·
ly offered. the more frustration
you'll experience," Holcomb
said.
''Many students come from
sma11 high schools where they
knew almost everyone , "
Allbritten said. "They may
have been a big fish in the high
school pond but at college that
all changes."
Both Allbritten and Holcomb
agree that the worst thing a stu·
dent can do is stav alone in his
room. ''Some st~dents don't
make friends. They draw in·
ward and suffer depression.
Some even exhibit selfdestructive behavior," Allbritten said.
"Students must get help early, before they're in deep trou·
ble," Holcomb said. "Spend
time talking to somebody."
The Counseling and Testing
Center, located in Ordway Hall,
offers both personal and career
counseling. Allbritten said his
office prOVI(tes personal counse1·
ing to about 500 s tudents every
semester. The Pzychological
Center and the Student Health

Services also help troubled
students.
Some students have special
needs. Those with physical handicaps, learning disabilities and
the older student experience all
the stress associated with a new
environment while also dealing
with their personal challenges.
Patty Jachowicz is the coordinator for both students with
disabilities and the tutorial program, and she sees many
"special" students. "We have
an increased number of
physically handicapped
students on campus this
semester," she said. "We also
have about 20 learning disabled
identified students on campus
who are members of our program and receive services." .
Dr. Bonnie Higginson is coor·
dinator of the Learning Center,
and she explained some of the
problems adult students face.
"With adult students the
greatest need is to make them
more confident, help them
realize they do possess t he skills
needed to succeed.
"1'hey're afraid. They think
they a re so far behind," Higgin·
son explained. The Learning
Center, located in the Lowry
Annex, has tutoring programs
See ADJUSTMENT
Page 17
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New anchors, shows open season
By TERESA BRAGG
Staff Writer

MSU TV-11, the campus
television station, will begin
the semester with new an•
chars and a slight change in
entertainment.
The news is broadcast Mon·
day through Thursday at 6
p.m. The anchors arc divided
into two teams, a Monday ·
Wednesday team and a Tues·
day · Thursday team. News

Photos by TONY JAMES

ABOVE: A cameraman at MSU's TV·11 focuses on anchor
Rhonda Smith of Paducah during a newscast. RIGHT: Rodney
Freed of Bernie, Mo., a director In t he control room, helps
take care of the technical end of the 6 p.m. news. The campus
television station Is located on the sixth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center.

anchor·s for the semester are
Mandy Murphey of Princeton,
,Jan Oglesby of Hopkinsville,
Amy Bryan of .Murray and
Jennifer· Dunn of Union City.
The sport:; anchors arc Terry
Varney of Frankfort, Dave
Winder of .Jackson, Mo., and
Marv Eldridge of Louisville.
The weather anchors are
Grant Lynch of Ridgely,
Tenn., and Rhonda Smith of
Paducah.
Tryouts for anchor positions
were Sept. 3 and 4 with

students writing and reading
t.wo minutes of news stories.
Any student interested could
try out, but thoSE! who got the
positions are all journalism
students.
Oglesby snid she enjoys
working al TV-11. The station
covers not only news from the
campus, but also news from
the Murray and Mayfield
SeeTV-11
Page 10

Team investigates lake water
By GEORGANN STAFFORD
Staft Writer

A team ofMutTay State scien·
tisL'l has been asked to assist
the Tennessee Valley Authority
and state agencies from Kentucky and Tennessee with a
study of the deteriorating water
quality of Kentucky Lake.
Murray State's aquatic
research team, made up of
scientists from the College of
Science, will take part in the
study. The members of the team
are Dr. James Sickel, biology;
Dr. Joe King, biology; Dr.
Richard Pratt, Hancock
Biological Station; Dr. Mustafa
&Jim, chemistry; Dr. Tom Timmons, biology and Dr. Tom
Kind, geoscience.
The deteriorating condition of

the lake's water quality began
to receive widespread attention
during a public meeting at the
Henry County Courthouse in
Paris, Tenn., on Aug. 22.
· The meeting was called by
U.S. Sen. Jim Sasser, who had
received constituent inquiries
about the high numbers of dead
fish and mussels, according to
his press se<:rctary. Larry Stein.
"Our group was formed in
response to the problem of Kentucky Lake's deteriorating
water quality brought out this
summer. It was formed before
the senator held the public
meeting," Sickel. associate pro·
fessor of biology, said.
"He (the senator) went down
and visited the area and was
given a briefing by local officials and fishermen . He saw
the problem and decided to hold

the public meeting," Stein said.
Sen. Sasser asked Sickel to
serve on a panel and present in·
formation about the conditions
of the lake. "The public meeting
was packed. It lasted about two
hours. The senator had two
panels and each person on the
panels gave a five-minute state·
ment," Sickel said.
"After the meeting, Sen.
Sasser, who is a member of the
Senate appropriations committee, drafted language into the
energy and water appropriations bill that dire<:ts TV A to
conduct a full study of the pro·
blems," Stein said. "TVA has
agreed."
A task force and an advisory
board have been formed to
study the problem. Pratt, direc·
tor of the Hancock Biological
Station, is a member of the task

The Misadventures of Arlo

force. "The assumption Is that
the task force will have some
say over what actually will be
done. The advisory board will
review and criticize," Pratt
said.
In another public meeting
Tuesday night at Kenlake State
Park, Dr. Richard Urbin, direc·
tor of TV A's water quality
branch, emphasized the need
for a study of the water quality
of Kentucky Lake, according to
Sickel, who attended the
meeting.
"Urbin discu~sed a plan of action developed during a TVA
inter-agency meeting. The plan
lists 12 questions dealing with
the water quality that need to
be answered. Among those are
fish disease, mussel die-off,
aquatic weed problems, pollution discharges, and the runoff

from agricultural lands,'' Sickel
said.
"He (Urbin) urged the public
to become interested. because
through their interest is the on·
ly way money for the study will
become available. This study
will require several million
dollars a year lo carry out. That.
money will have to come
through federal appropriations
and the people have to indicate
to their senators and representatives that they want the study
done," Sickel said.
"If this study isn't done, the
water quality will continue to
decline and will have a signifi.
cant e<:onomic impact on this
area," Sickel said.
See WATER QUALITY
Page 9
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Long range developments

URRAY GULF
We specialize In:
Tune-Ups
Brake Repair
Muffler Work
Oil Charges

Board approves future plans
Mechanic On Duty
By MICHELE SIMMONS
Senior Staff Wnter

After almost a year of
preparation and study, an updated version of the campus
master plan was presented to
and approved by the Board of
Regents Saturday.
1'he master plan is a long
range development plan projecting future construction and
boundary changes on campus.
The original plan was designed
in 1966 and was last updated in
1971, according to Ed West,
director of the physical plant.
Last November the Board con·
trncted Coltharp-Kerr, an ar·
chitecture partnership from
Paducah, to update the plan.
The architects were asked to
study the campus and make
recommendations 011 any plan .
ning problems that might
dcv~lop before th~ year 2000.
The master plan will be used
us a guideline when future con"lruction decisions are made,
but is not necessarily a definite
set of construction proposals.
" Just because the Board approved the plan does not mean
that we agree with all the
recommendations or that we
have the money to do these
things," Stroup said. "It's just
suggestions on how to handle
future problems."
Coltharp-Kerr's recommendations include:

• constructing a second
pedestrian mall on the service
road that runs behind the Applied Science Building.
• designing a walkway from
Roy Stewart Stadium to the
north dormitory complex with
additional security lighting.
• constructing an overpass
for pedestrian traffic crossing
Chestnut Street near Regents
Hall.
• discussing parking alternatives if a decision is made to
keep Racer Arena in its present
location.
• considering alternative.
sites for Reagan Field that will
be displaced by the construction
of the Industry and Technology
Building.
In other action, the Board for·
mally approved the student hazing policy that went into effect
the beginning of the semester
and the commuter/ faculty/ staff meal plan.
Ohio Valley Conference Commissioner Jim Delaney updated
Board members on the direction
and standing of the conference.
Delaney spoke of scheduling improvements, cost containment
and conference enrollment.
Approved administrative per·
sonnet changes include the appointment of:
• Dr. C.B. Hunt as interim
dean of the College of Fine Arts
and Communication and professor of music at an annual
salary of $29,000.

Hunt is a retired dean of the
College of Communications and
Fine Arts at Souther n Illinois
University at Carbondale. He
received a B.A. and an M.A. in
music from George Peabody
College for Teachers and a
Ph.D. in music from the University of California in Los Angeles
and SIU at Carbondale.
• Dr. John Yates as director
of the Fort Campbell Center at
an annual salary of $33,370.
Yates has served as assistant
director of the Fort Campbell
Center since 1977. He received
a B.S. and an M.A. degree from
Murray State University and
an Ed.D. degree from Memphis
State University.
• Edward E. West as director
of the physical plant at an an·
nual salary of $39,400.
WeiSt served as associate
director for building and equip·
ment maintenance of the
physical plant since 1982 and as
acting director of the physical
plant since May.
• Dr. Roger Haney as acting
chairman of the department of
journalism and radio/ television
until Dec. 31, 1986 while Dr.
Robert McGaughey is on
sabbatical.
• In executive session, the
Board approved a special and
partial retirement for Dr.
Charles Homra, a full professor
in the psychology department.
Homra is considered retired but
will teach on a part-time basis.

Monday-Friday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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we are looking for people who are unafraid to expres~
their opinions on tough issues such as:
-Public Safety and local law enforcement
-Dry Rush
-Alcohol Awareness
-Housing Regulation
-University - Community Relationship
-And anything else that's on your mind

. . . in a public meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in.the curris
center Theatre. Apanel of university officials will answer
your questions and ask some of their own.
Sponsored by

News
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LBL threatened

Is anything sacred anymore?
Land Between the Lakes and the
benefits it offers share a
characteristic with the bison LBL
helps to· protect: extinction. But
unlike the bison, LBL is threatened
by th~ lack of a substantial budget.
T~e Tennessee Valley Authority,
whtch operates LBL, is forced to
reduce some of the services provided
by the area because of budget cuts
from the federal government .
Facilities as well as working hours
of personnel either have been cut or
are in danger of being eliminated.
What our friends in Washington
apparently fail to realize is the

essential as LBL should be looked at
and cut before the mistake is made
of c~tting out LBL completely.
Pom.ting the finger at the government lS an easy, yet realistic thing
to do. However, several things other
than blaming the Reagan ad~inistration are. called for. Support
m the form of pnvate donations and
funding, especially 'from those who
?enefit directly from LBL, should be
mcreased.
. Volunteer hours from organizatwnsaroundtheareashouldbeadded to the 7,000 hours of volunteer
work already scheduled for this
year.
The main thing to remember is not
t~ take LBL, as we did with the
b1son, for granted.
LBL's demise would mean that the
state and the nation loses a very unique ~hance to preserve a wilderness
env1ro~ment, an important
economtcal and recreational
resource, and students would lose a
low cost recreation area and a
recruiting point for the University.

'' L8L'S ~RO~H£C Y ?"

0 p •n•On S n

P~~~e~ct~Lhasooilies~r-~~-~~-~-------------------~

rounding area. Since 1965, LBL not
only has offered 17o.ooo acres of
some of the best recreational land in
the South but unmeasureable
economical development as well.
Thousands of jobs, both involved
with LBL and around the adjoining
area, have been created with the
lakes acting as a magnet, attracting
hundreds of recreational businesses
and industry.
The most obvious contribution of
LBL is its recreational opportunities. Millions of people take advant9:ge of the h~ting, fishing,
campmg and boating facilities each
year. Even after 21 years of service
LBL remains the most popul~
haven for outdoorsmen in Western
Kentucky.
But now the government, the same
bureaucratic structure that created
LBL "for posterity" as a permanent
buffer against the chrome and
blacktop development and industrial pollution, is whittling down
LBL's attractiveness.
The answer to the LBL demise lies
at the root of the problem: the
government. Other governmentbacked facilities and projects not as

eed ed

1 1

~rustration, it has been said, can
bnng o.ut the worst in people. It can
also ~r~ng ?ut ~he truth in people.
Watttng m hnes for registration,
elevators, food, books and parking
fin.es many times prompts people to
votce the often heard complaints
~bout ~ur University.
But tt seems when the time comes
to really make a criticism, few
students are around to be heard
That's something that needs ~ be
changed.
On . Tuesday night, Sept. 23 · at 8
p.m. m the Curris Center Theatre, a
group of people have set aside an
e~enmg to hear your problems, opimons and complaints. Dr. Frank
Julian, vice president of student
deve~opment, J~ Green, director of ·
p~bhc safety, Jtm Carter, acting
director of .the Curris Center and
representatives from the Student
&:nate and University Center Board
wJll be there to listen and tell you
what can be done, from their
perspective, to solve the problems
ou oint out.

This isn't a joke. Tbe Mun-sy State
News as well as SGA and UCB'
be.n~fit from student feedback. Admmtstrators and faculty are often
~riticized by students for not listen·
mg. Well, for at least one night, I
guarantee they'll be listening.
But. if no. stu~ents show up Tuesd.ay mght, Jt Will be another indicatt?n of the disease of apathy that
still p~agues our campus.
. It Will also mean, I'll still be hearmg those gripes in the lines at the
bookstore or at accounts receivable
and I'll wonder just how upset the
students really are.

The Murray State News welcomes
comments and views from readers
and will print them in 'the form of
letters to the editor on the Viewpoint pages.
The News staff feels a responsibility to provide a vehicle for opinions
and concerns, but has set some basic
guidelines for the Feedback
columns.
. The deadline for receiving letters
ts ~t 5 ,p.m. on the Monday prior to
Frtday s paper. Letters are published as space allows.
All letters must be signed and include the writer's address classification or title and phone ~umber for
verification. Letters signed by more
than one person may be printed at
the staff's discretion. All letters
printed will be on file at The News
office for public inspection following
publication.
We reserve the right to edit letters
to conform with style or special
specifications.

Box 2609 University Station
Murray State University
Murray, RY 42071
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Senior Staff Writer.................................M tc
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FEEDBACI(
Student has complaints
To the Editor:
We have been here for about three
weeks and already it seems as if the
University is off to a bad start. My room·
mate and I have noticed that the Univer·
sity needs some changes. There are three
reasons for the need for some changes.
The first is the quality of the
repairmen of the housing department.
When my roommate and I moved into
our room, we noticed that there was
water dripping from the ceiling. We put
in a work order on it on Aug. 26. The
leak was very slow at the time.
Days went by and we put in at least
nine work orders on it. On Aug, 30, the
leak became out of control. It was leak·
ing down the walls and there was three
leaks going at once. I went down to the
desk to tell them of the situation and
they told me there was nothing they
could do until Sept. 2.
Luckily, the leak stopped by itself on
Sept 1. By this time, water had almost
forced us out of our room.
Now onto th"e second problem with
MSU. Have the student~> noticed the
prices on the books this semester? I'm
sure they have, and frankly, I'm appall·
ed (at the prices). I bought three books
and it cost me $57.75. You may say this

isn't so bad but the size of the books are 5 their R.A.'s, I almost went berserk. I
inches by 7 inches and only an inch came close to pressing criminal charges
thick.
against the students I referred to earlier
because housing didn't do anything to
Over all, I spent $157.75 on books and them. Maybe it's about time you look in·
I still got two more books to buy. C'mon to your judicial system and make some
MSU, I know you can get cheaper prices changes.
on the books.
I hope I have pointed out some proThe last point I want to make is about blem~:~ that MSU has and I hope they can
the quality of the so-called "write·\lps" be· corrected in the future because I
that people get. Is it my imagination, or believe that MSU has an excellent
do write-ups mean absolutely nothing? education system and I am proud to be
When I was an R.A. at Hart Hall, I had here.
the biggest problem on my floor with
Bryan Bush
vandalism, drinking parties, anp even
junior
theft.
1 had two people who were problems to
say the least. I had two pages of write-up
material such as vandalism, verbal
abuse, and harassment. They were going
to be separated, but all it took was a let· To the Editor:
ter from their mother to get them off the
The loud music piped out. onto 15th
hook.
Street by the Campus Coffeeshop & Deli
Most R.A.'s are not. even enforcing (referring to article in Murray State
some of the rules, such as alcohol and News' Sept. 12 edition) may attract
girls in the room, because of Hart's customers passing by, but it makes it im·
many entrances and most student11 don't possible for me to study in tne library
care if they get written up becauRe they across the street! It comes right in
know they won't be expelled. If you'rp through the walls.
Can the university administration do
going to have rules, enforce them to the
something about this nuisance?
full extent or don't have them at all.

Noise

Because of my position as an R.A~. and
found out that housing doesn't support

Sororities
applauded
for houses
To the Editor:
I have been amazed at the work the
MSU sororities, their alumni and their
landlords have done on all the charming
houses around our town. They have
taken houses, manx. that have gone un·
noticed by me before, and turned them
into showcases. It is refreshing to me to
know that our young people appreciate
old houses and that they take pride in
our community.
Several other older homes are being
renovated and fuced up in Murray. I
think that these people and the
sororities should be an inspiration to all
of us.
Living on Olive Boulevard, our family
ha:; the opportunity to be around the
students more than most people that are
not associated with the. University. We
have always appreciated the culture,
educational advantages, entertainment,
money and fun that they bring to our
colJUDunity. The sorori~y houses arg
another benefit that MSU brings to our
community.' My hat is off to you girls!
Joy Waldrop
Murray

Bebe Thomason
sophomore
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Of Chicken Sandwich: Roast Beet •
Sandwich

Or Your Money Back.

Take Arby's® Chicken Challenge:
take just one bite of our all-natural.
all-white meat. lightly breaded breast
of chicken fillet. And ifyou don't
think it's better than any other
chicken sandwich, it's ybur money back.
Guaranteed Arby's Chicken Challenge.
We do chicken better.
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Arby54' lean roast beef sandwich
is better than any other roast beef
sandwich. because Arby s gives
you more leaner meat than
anyone. and more
variety than
anyone. And

Arby"s has been serving thetr
delicious lean roast beef longer
than anyone, so we really know
great roast beet Eat leaner. feel
terrific with a lean
roastbeefsandHriCh
Arbys.
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NEWSbriefs

Hearing

impair~d

Continued from Page 1

has been set for beginning work
on the $12.5 million Industry
and T'echnology b"uilping, West

estimates that construct ion will
begin in about two years.
If everything goes as planned,
the design period for the I and T

building should end by April
1988, a nd the building will be
ready for occupancy by fall of
1990, West said.

get help

Hearing impaired students will now have equal opportunity to
receive a higher education. House Bill 322 has been passed bring·
ing with it an assurance that hearing impaired university students
from Kentucky 'Yi!l have interpreter services in their university
classes.
Murray State has implemented the bill by installing the appropriate emergency warning devices in dormitories and has
established procedures for applying for interpreter services when
necessary. Applications, provided by the Council on Higher Education, must be completed in order to receive an interpreter. Any student requiring the8e services who presently attends Murray State
or plans to enroll at Murray State in the future should contact Dr.
Jack Farley at 762-6830.

JOB SEARCH SEMINAR
COOPERATIVE EDUCATION AND PLACEMENT

September 25 - 26

Investment course offered
Two non-credit investment courses will be offered on Monday
evenings this fall by the Center for Continuing Education.
Securities and lnveating: Part I will meet Sept. 29 and Oct. 6, 13
and 20. Part n will meet Oct. 27 and Nov. 3, 10 and 17. All claaees
are acheduled from 7 to 9:15 p.m. in Room 152 of the Businea
Building.
Betty Boston, a certified financial planner and investment
broker with J .J .B. Hilliard, W.L. Lyons lnc., will be the instructor
for courses.
Anyone who wishes to register for one or both c:ounea should
send a check payable to Murray State University, along with
name, address, telephone number and courae title to the Center for
Continuing Education at Murray State University or phone
762-2716.

2-3 p.m.
Thursday • Friday

Barkley Room - Curris Center

Resume/ B usiness Letter
Preparation

Juniors/ Seniors

Interview Techniques

Encouraged to Attend

Why should I establish an active file with Placement?

Grants awarded to MSU ·
The College of Business and Public Affairs has received cdmputer
software grants worth approximately $5,000 for t he 1986;&7
academic year.
Dr. Larry Guin, aasociate professor in the department of
economics and finance, and Dr. John McGregor, associate profesaor
in the department of computer studies, are co-directors of a grant to
the college from Texas Instruments. The 10ftware is being uaed to
develop a financial planning system that could be marketed by
Texas Instruments.

Job Search Information

P1acement Registration

When should I start the active campaign of finding a jo~?
What is the most effective way to hunt for a job?
Where can I find resource materiaJ for the Job Hunt?
What does the job picture look like for 198&-87 graduates?

Find Answers To These Questions And More

KOUNTRY-KURL
Hair cuts $5
Sha111poo .& set $4~50
Wolff tan111n systent
150 Minutes or $16.50
300 Minutes for $33.50
753-1701
Call or Co111e by
I

•

•

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 8:30 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Sat.
8 .a.m.-noon
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Directories
to be here !!
in October :
By ROBIN ROBERTSON
Reporter

MSU Studelts !II
~et 2 Free MoVIes Wltll
Weekend Rental Of A VCR

!
!

:

CWitll Valid ISU I.DJ

:

!

call For Prices Aid Specials

:

•

••
•••
••
•
••

For those who are tired of
phoning all over campus to get
a friend's phone number, the
time of frustration will soon
end.
The new student directories
will be distributed to students :
around the first of October, ac· :
cording to Jeanie Morgan,
secretary in the Student
Government Association Office.
· The directories will contain
the phone numbers and home
and local addresses of all
residents. Also the faculty, staff
and department phone numbers
will be listed. Those who did not
want their numbers and ad·
dresses printed should have fill·
ed out a form in the registration
office.
SGA is in charge of producing
the directory. Mike Staples of
Owensboro, a senator in SGA, is
overseeing the project. Mazy
Smith, an employee in the
registration office, supplied the
information on the students and
departments that appear in the
listings.
The SGA staff did the layout
of the pages and was responsible for the ads and the cover of
the book. The cover will be an
aerial view of the campus from
Ordway Hall to the residence ·
halls.
Part of the printing of the
directory is being done on cam·
pus at tlie General Services
Building.
Tha ~tudent directories are
free to the residents and will be
delivered to the students rooms
by the resident advisers of each
hall.

:
•

••
•••
••
•
••

MOVIES

- . . . ..... llltll

.,.....CIItlf

:
7U·m 1

:

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

MARCHING DtRECTOR Gregory Clemons
Band members during a recent practice.

Racer Band under new
direction with Clemons
By JACOB VARGHESE
Reporter

The Racer Band is marching
t o a new step tn1s season under
the leadership of its new direc·
tor, Gregory G. Clemons.
''My professional goal is to
make the MSU Racer Band the
best in the United States," said
Clemons, assistant professor in
the department of music and
assistant director of bands.
Clemons said 10 additional
members are in the band this
5emester, making the totalllO.
He said he hopes the number of
members will increase to 200
within five years.
~ "I feel great to work under
Mr. Clemons," said Chris Men·
nis, a freshman band member.
Sophomore Oliver Su)livan of
Radcliffe said Clemons is more
strict about marching straight,

To apply, come to Wilson Hall lllB
and bring a recent photo for us to
·
· keep, then complete
an application.

unlike the old tradition. " It was
fun last year,'' he said. " But
this year we are more organized
and serious."
Budgetary problems have got·
ten in the way of expansion of
the band, Clemons said. Funds
allocated for the band program
are "monies worth spending,''
because uniforms, equipment
and transportation are needed
for the Racer Band if it is to be
the best, Clemons said.
Sullivan, who plays the trom·
bone, said the band uniforms
are in poor condition.
Although Murray State
University is not a large univer·
sity, it has mariy advantages as
far as the band is concerned, •t-.:.=;_.;;::;:.;'-F:=~=-=~=::--+~~==-=-.:::..:~=--==
Clemons said. He said die
freshmen are .-talented and
hardworking.

News·
Advertising

..

782-4478

·.

S.. BAND DIRECTOR

PQ,a

Makes your home or apartment
warm and snuggly.

I

We're Looking
For a few good models
- ·Men & Women
to be our co-ed's of the ·
month and models for
advertisements.

Country Notions
753·6774
121 By·Pass
(in th~ log howe)

Wednesday-Fri~y

' Saturday •

9 a.m.·5 p.m .
9a.m.-3p.m.

I

'

The Student~ Governnient Associat-i on
offers legal advice for students a~
no expense.
•••

..

Office hours: Thursdays 1-4 p.~:
,FoE an appointment call: . . ·. ..
Student Activities 762-6951
•

•

•

•

•

'

.
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J
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Camp closes as
reSult of LBL cut
By JOHN WATSON
Sports Ed•lor

Faced with the seventh con·
s ccu t i ve year of federal
budget cuts, the Tennessee
Valley Authority has been
forced to reduce public services nt its Land Bljtween the
Lakes recreation area .
LBL will close Rushing
Creek Camp ground on the
Kenlncky·'l'ennessee border
and close the Golden Pond
Visitor Center theater on
Monday and Tuesday. In addi·
tion, during the winter mo'n·
ths the hours that the LBL
Welcome Stations are open
will be reduced.
"Since 1979 we have lost
$4.5 million in buying power
of which $2.5 million has
come in the last two years,•·
said Scott Seiber, supervisor
of1 information servires for
LBL. " That has meant the
loss of 50 full -time personnel
since 1979."
Currently LBL has a $6.25
million budget from the
federal government and ap·
proximately $1 .5 million in
USCI' fees that g'l\'CS i•
U
tn t 111 budget ot ~i .7 million.
IJ'he $1.5 ,million represents
only n quarter of the
operating costs of the recrea·
t ion area.
Seiber noted the budget cuts
nre not specifically directed to
LBL, bul an~ pwt of the total
domestic SP.Cnding cuts that

have taken place over the last
seven years.
"We are at a point now
where, if we receive any more
substantial cuts. we \\;Il be
forced to close more facilities
and decrease what we can of·
fer to the public,'' Seiber said.
Two things that hn ve
helped offset the cut in fun·
ding are private support nnd
volunteer labor. Private sup·
port has come an for special
projects, such as LBL's Bald
Eagle project and at this
point, there has been 7,000
hours in volunteer labor
scheduled.
"It is easier to find support
for special projects, like the
Bald Eagle program, and
volunteer labor," Seiber said.
' 1However, what we need is
money for general operating
expenses and most of the
private sector does not want
to donate money for that."
Seiber said that even with
the lack of funds and perhaps
even more budget cuts, the
sale of LBL land to the
private sector is still the least
likely solution.
" Anytime you have a fun·
ding cut in LBL. it effects this
entire area," said Nita Ew·
ing, executive secretary for
the Kentucky's Western
Waterland. "A cut in services
reduces the number of people

See LBL
Page 9

Founder's Day
to be observed
Dr. Rainey T. Wells will be
remembered at the annual
Founder'~ Day program on
Wednesday, the anniversary of
the first day of classes 63 years
ago.
The program begins at 7:30
p.m . and will be in the
auditorium of the Wrather
West Kentucky Museum, the
oldest building on campus.

Band director---Continued from Page 7

Clemons is a perfectionist,
said David Williams of Ft.
Knox, a freshman who wanted
to join the Racer Band, but did
not because he favored the way
the band had been run in
previous years. "The present
band may win prizes for its
perfect performance, " Williams
said. But he still favors the
show of the "fun band".

Before coming to Murray
State, Clemons was assistant
director of bands at the University of Kansas. Besides serving
as drill designer and arranger
for the Jayhawk marching
band, he was director of a jazz
ensemble, associate conductor
of the university band, assi<>·
tant conductor of a wind ensem·
ble and a teaching assistant in
the department of music educa·
tion and music therapy.

W ciiR Lovett, an Owensboro
attorney and a grandson of
Wf'IIS, will be the featured
speaker, and u plaque listing
flOmt• of lhe peoplt: instrumental
in getting the normal school
locat~:d in Murray will be
unveiled. James M. Lassiter of
Murray, a nephew of Wells, will
preside and present the plaque.

Founder's Day was first
rt>Cognized on campus in 1979 to
honor the founders and to
celebrate the day - Sept. 24,
1923 - when Murray State
Normal School opened to 202
students at the old Mw·ray
High School.
Martha Guier, director of the
museum and charrman of the
planning committee for
Founder't~ Day, said the public
is invited to attend the program
and an open house to follow.
The museum galleries will also
be open.
Exhibits currently on display
include the Bogie gun collec·
tion , Murray State
mt'morabilia , with emphasis on
the founding of Murray State,
and a t·ollection ofU.S. military
mednls und decorations loaned
by Phil Owens of ~urray.

Sunset Boulevard Music
Olxit'land Center
Chestnut Strt'ct
Murray

Records • Tapes • C.D.'s • Car Stereos

Weight Training for fitness
Body building for both men
and women
Free weights and machines

" Your Fitness Is Our Business"

·For Ttxay's and Tomorrow'•

~ ~ trai(l

with Ul
at Unique Body.
First W'Cri'out Is free.

M•ndlr·FrtMr

......v
lwrn dr1

1 a.m. - 1 , .....
"Ma.M. .f ...M •

............

.....Air Sha1111., Center, 141 Iouth
Next Deor Te M ......,.. haler
Just 5 wtlnutea frottt campus
753-1715

Cl
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Water quality----PEOPLE
Or. John A. Thompson,
dean of the College of Business
and Public Affairs, has been
named to a four-year term on
the Kentucky State Board of
Accountancy.
He was appointed by GQv.
Martha Layne Collins to serve
until June 1990 on the seven·
member board, which regulates
the accounting profession in
Kentucky.
A faculty member at Murray
State for 19 years, Thompson
has served as dean since 1985.
He was chairman of the depart·
ment of accounting from 1981 to
1985}
A Certified Public Accountant
since 1965, Thompson was
recognized by the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants in 1984 for ranking
in the top 10 percent of their
teachers , in the program
nationally.

Or. J ohn D. McGregor,
asSOciate professor in the com
puler studies department, completed a summer research ap·
pointment at the Lawrence
Livermore National Labor atory
in Livermore, Calif
McGregor competed with
educators from the United
States and abroad for one of 10
new positions at the laboratory.
The facility employs 8,000 peo·
pie, 50 of them faculty .
The laboratory is operated by
the University of California for
the U.S. Department of Energy.
D r . David A. Owen,
associate professor in the
department of chemistry. ha!!
been awarded a $15,128 grant
by the Organic Chemicals Divi
sion of the R.T Vanderbilt
Chemical Company of Norwalk,
Conn.
The grant will be used to
study new organametallic compounds which may be derived
from VANCHEM-DMTD, a
Vanderbilt Company product
which is made in the company's
Murray facility .

LBL--Continued from Page 8

continued from Page 2
"We need basic research into
both what the causes of the pro·
blems are and the potential of
the fish and mussels to respond
to those conditions, either
positively Ol' negatively," Pratt
said.
"We've not had a systematic,
ongoing sampling program
because there have been no
funds. Our classes have done
some field sampling along with
other projects and several
master's theses have been writt~n on the water quality of Kentucky Lake," Sickel explained.
"The function of this study is
to try to determine what actually needs to be done. I envision it
being several years before it's
completed," he said.
Kentucky Lake seems to have
many different problems, and
all of them are worsened by the
low rainfall of the last two
years. Pratt said. "The symptom everybody has seen is low
oxygen content in deep water.
Fish don't respond very well to
this, but no one knows how the
mussels respond to low ox·
ygen,'' Pratt said. "It's unlikely
that's the only cause of the
problems."
"During times of low flow
<less water), the upstream in·
dustrial discharges are less

diluted. Toxic materials in sedi·
ment are also released under
low oxygen conditions.
Somebody needs to look ut each
of these," Prntt said.
Sickel said he believes the
related to excessive nutrients in tlie water.
Nutrients include the fertilizer
that washes into the river from
farmland and the discharge
from sewage treatment plants.
problem~ are more

''The nutrients stimulate the
growth of algae and this pro·
duces organic matter which is
eventually decomposed by
bacteria. This decomposition
consumes oxygen," Sickel said.
Regardless of the causes, both
Sickel and Pratt agree that the
quality of the water can be im·
proved. "If the most important
sources can be determined, then
corrective steps can be taken to
eliminate them," Sickel said.
"Based on my experience in
working with similar conditions
in large reservoirs, we assume
the system is capable of recovering, right now, if the rainfall
returns to normal. Everybody
is part of the problem, and we
have to educate them," Pratt
said.
Sickel stressed that the problems with the water are not
dangerous to humans.

The Delicious Taste of
Murray's only Homemade
"Gourmet" Ice Cream
&

All-Natural Frozen Yogurt
II?

OFF ~

50%

The Regular Price
Friday, September 26th
11 am to 10 pm
Bring a friend and try something
on the menu you've never tried I
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

ATTENTION MSU STUDENTS
LAST CHANCE TO HOOK-UP

$$ SAVE$$ ~-~
£]

Supe~

TnE OSHCYOIAHNEI,

You can enioy over 35 Channels of Cable service iust by bringing the coupon below to our
oHices in the Bel-Air Shopping Center plus you
will save '5.00 by acting now.

going into LBL and that cuts
down on the amount they spend
in the towns lending into LBL."
Ewing noted that LBL and
Kentucky and Barkley lakes
draw two million visitors to the
w·ea annually, and to have n
sharp decrease in that number
would definitely affect area
business.
"I believe that people in this
area need to write their con·
~,rressmen and tell them not to
cut one of the biggest things
Western Kentucky has going
for it." she said . ''In addition, it
would not hurt if all of us went
to LBL and saw what they had
to offer throughout the year."
Seiber said right now all thnt
LBL can do is operate on its existing m~Utagemcnt syst~m and
make adjustments to the fun·
ding Ouctltations.
..
i
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:·--------------------~
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TV-11--------------

Continued from Page 2
communities.
Oglesby said getting a job in
the future depends on the experience she is getting at
TV-11. Although the station is
small, the size provides for more
individualized experience, she
said. "You know there are not
millions of people watching, but
you still get nervous," she said.
Oglesby is also the assignment editor, responsible for
assigning the stories and making sure they get done. "The
assignment editor has to yell at
everyone and you have to go into the job knowing that's what
you've got to do," she said.
Dave Winder, a senior from
Jackson, Mo., said he also enjoys working at the television
station. The anchors practiced
last week and each lime the
show got better, Winder said.
Winder said he is excited
about the possibility of having a
pre·game show for the football
games. Plans for the show include interviews with coaches
and players concerning upcoming games.
Varney, a senior, 11aid the
news staff is striving to get the
late 'breaking news on the air
when it happens. Varney wants
to be a producer after
graduating, but for now he said
he is happy to be in front of the
camera.
Murphey, a junior, said the
station tries to do a newscast as
closely to a professional station
as possible. " Everything we do
up here is on the professional
level," she said. Murphey said
everything at the station is

done by the students.
The backbone of the news
comes from a broadcast repor·
ting class, said John Dillon,
radio-TV instructor. Students
write most of the news stories in
three-hour labs once a week as a
requirement for the class.
The weather broadcast on the
air is from the Associated Press
and the Weather Channel.
Sports covers the Racer games
as well as the Murray High and
Calloway County games.
Dillon said on the entertain·
ment side few shows have
changed. He said the format
contains new shows such as
''Campus America," which is
modeled after ''PM Magazine,"
.a nd ''Richard Brown's Screen·
ing Room,'' which gives a
behind-the-scene look at mak·
ing films.
Two music programs, "New
Grooves" and "Audiophilia",
will feature concerts such as
"Simple Minds" and "Tears for
Fears." Also returning from
last season will be "Hoofbeats,"
a sports magazine, and
"Spotlight," which features in·
dividuals in the Murray and
Mayfield areas.
Two new Sony M-3A cameras
were purchased for this
semester, adding to the one
camera previously used. Dillon
said. "In the 14 years we have
been working here there have
never been three studio
cameras operational,'' he said.
The department is still attemp·
ting to purchase three heavy
duty cameras for the future, but
for now Dillon said they are
pleased with the three they
have.

Musical events
to be presented
High school banq students
from three states will perform
Saturday as Murray State hosts
the annual Festival of Cham·
pions at Roy Stewart Stadium.
The festival will start at 12:46
p.m. and will conclude at 10
p.m. "We are not as large as
last year because of a schedul·
ing conflict, but we are drawing
schools from Memphis, Tenn .•
and Cape Girardeau, Mo.,"
Dennis Johnson, director of
bands, said.
According to Johnson, about
14 schools will be participating
in the competition.
"The (number oO participants
might be down a little, but the
ones we have are ve1'Y good,"
Gregory Clemons, assistant
director of bands, said.
"Only those schools who have
won one marching band contest
in the past year are eligible to
participate," Dr . Roger
Reichmuth, chairman of the
music department, said.
Another musical event happening within the week is the
annual fall semester faculty
showcase recital which will be
in the annex recital hall of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center at
8 p.m. Tuesday.
"We try to spotlight new
faculty in these recitals. This is
the second one this year,"
Marie Taylot·, associate pro·
fessor of music 'and coo1·dinator
of the event, said.
Admission will be a $3 donation to the Murray State music
scholarship fund and free to
those presenting a student
identification card . •

Keepsake engagement
and
wedding bands

Furches Jewelry, Inc.
753-2835

Hours:

Monday-Frldlly 8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 9 a.m.·4 p.m.

Tanning
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this much
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CaU or Come b y
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Admission FREEII
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The University Center Board, Proudly Presents

Cutchin Field

113 S outh 4th St.

Call 7&3-8477
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Bustin '
ADPi shows spirit
Lambda Chi Alpha started
the 14th annual Watermelon
Bust on Friday, Sept. 12 with
a bang. The brothers tossed n
watermelon from the top of
the Cunis Center, a pregame tradition, which always
marks the beginning of the
activities.
The Wat.ermelon Bust was
originally formed as a fund raiser for the Christian
Children Fund, according to
Lambda Chi brother David
Beaven, <.~ senior from
Stw·gis. It later became a
Lambda Chi function buill
around a day of games for the
sororities and residents of the
girls' dorms.

The games, whkh lasted for
three hours, included the
watermelon hike, a
watermelon eating contest,
the crab walk and the
watermelon spin. The :Miss
Wntermelon Bust contest,
along wit h the spirit awru·ds,
marked the highlight of the
Watermelon Bust.
Alpha Delta Pi member,
Stephanie Stephens, a
sophomore from Marion, Ill.,
gained the title of Miss
Watermelon Bust this year.
The Alpha Sigma Alpha
won t he overall soror ity
spirit award and Elizabeth

Hall won the spirit award for
the dorms. The Alpha Kappa
Alpha sorority captured the
most event wins of the day.
Beaver said the
Watermelon Bust attracted a
sizable crowd t his year.
"We had a real good turn
out this yeru·,'' he said. "The
sororities really liked it."
Alpha Sigma Alpha
member, Melanie Mull ican, a
ju nior from Owensboro said,
"l had a wonderful time. It
wasn't like a competiton
among the soror ities. We
were all out there together
having fun.''
Photo by BRAD GASS

ABOVE: Stephanie Stephens
of Marion, 111. proudly clutches
her trophy after being named
this year's Miss Watermelon
Bust. She Is a member of the
Alpha Delta PI sorority. LEFT:
A group of MSU students
celebrate ' Bust' on Cutchin
Field by dancing and swaying
to the sounds of rock music.

.Bnng on the
starnng Shng
the Pohce8
• and t O p.m .
Center

Art .The Heon
Mai\Sse d1sptay may
be viewed through
Oct. 5 in the Clara ,
M . Eagle Gallery. ·

Aec:ltai.Facutty
showcase recital 8
p.m. Farrell Rec:•tal
Hall of Doyle Fme
Arts Center

Movie.Murphy·s
Romance 3 30 p m..
7 p.m . and 9~
p .m. the Curns
Center Theater .

Art.Orientat art
works display Clara
M . Eagle Gallery
through Oct. 5
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Faculty forms 'folk' group
together with one common
interest--folk music.

By TODD ROSS
Staff Writer

''We were all on our own at
first and we just got together to
see how we would sound," Ross
said.

What started as a casual get·
together of some Murray musi·
cians has turned into the formation of a folk music group called
"Home Remedy."
The group's five members are
Charles Smith, biology professor and pre-med adviser;
Jeanie Jarrett, wife of Lynn
J arrett, visiting biology instr uctor at MSU; Anne Lough, a
1986 graduate of MSU and her
husband Robert Lough, a Murray businessman; and Molly
Ross, a senior music major and
secretary to the dean of the Col·
lege of Sciences.
The group formed a year and
a half ago as friends getting

1

The arrangements
are
our own'

-----------Mrs. LOugh said that they
were bored and tired of watching soap operas.
Jarrett thought of the name
for the group at one of the practices. She said the group wanted
to get back to the music t hat
people used to play on the back

porch, and since music is a cure
for ailments-"Home Remedy."
The group sings traditional
American folk mountain music
a nd gospel music.
They sing such songs as "I'm
So Lonesome," "Banks of the
Ohio" and "Harvest Home."
''Home Remedy" finds its
songs in books, personal collections and recordings from other
artists.
"We may borrow from other
artists, but the arrangements
are our own," Ross said.
"We sing the songs t hat we
already knew when we got
together, at least those that had
good harmony," said Jarrett.
The harmony a nd instrumentation are important factors to
the group.

"Harmony is one of the main except for J arrett who has been
t hings that we try to em- playing for only a year and Mr.
phasize," said Ross. ''A par· Lough who has been playing for
ticular group of religious folk three months.
music comes from what is called
Ross plays t he lap dulcimer,
'Sacred Harp.' In this music,
harmony is greatly emphasized. the autoharp and an instrument called bones, which is actually two pieces of bone that
are struck together.
1

lt is actually the
folk's music'

Smith plays the harmonica;
Jarrett plays the autoharp and
the boudhran, a type of percussion instrument; Mr. Lough accompanies on the bass and
We try to r eplicate that guitar; and Mrs. Lough plays
harmony."
guitar, lap dulcimer and ham·
According to Ross the in- mer dulcimer.
struments they play are folk - - - - - - - - - - - music "es p ecially the
See MUSIC
dulcimers."
Page 13
Each member has played an
instrument for at least 20 years - - - - - - - - - - - ·
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area has been hurt because of
Murray's proximity to
Nashville and the country
music image.
"In Murray there is only one
st~le and that's tunnel vision,"
sa1d Mrs. Lough. "Other styles
One of the binding aspects of beyond the acc,epted aren't
folk music to the group is its appreciated."
timeliness and simplicity.
"The autoharp is not an
original folk instrument, but it
is coming more into vogue,"
~rs. Lough said. "The autoharp
1s a true American instrument
though."

"Folk music will never go out
of style," Smith said.

"It is actually the folk's
music; you don't have to be
educated to enjoy it," said
Jarrett.
"There was a revival of folk
music in the 60s," said Mrs.
Lough. "and it is occurring
again in the 80s--other places
than Murray that is."
Mrs. Lough said that the influence of folk music in this

ment so far has been their per·
formance at Silver Dollar City
in Branson, Mo. last June.
"It was the most exposure to
people that we have had," said
Ross. "There were around
100,000 people that passed
through Silver Dollar City during the week-long folk festival."

'Folk music will
never go out of
style'

''Our biggest stage performance,'' said Mrs. Lough, "was
at the Clayville Folk Music
Festival in Springfield, Ill. We
shared the stage with big name
folk artists like John Hartford."
The group performed Tuesday

Ross said, "People in Murray
are so underexposed to our kind
of music."
"It's not the kind of music
that makes the car jump off the
ground," said Smith.
According to members of the
group. their greatest achieve·

at a concert sponsored by the
Calloway County Public
Library and will perform Saturday at the Fall Festival in the
Park sponsored by the Murray
Chamber of Commerce and the
Murray-Callaway County
Parks Department.
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Clara M. Eagle Gallery
close for students,
renovation
will
instead of an oral or
Af\er several years of torn
carpets and sagging burlap,
the Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
being renovated Oct. 5
through the Christmas break.
According to gallery director Patty Alvey, the museum
hasn't. bad any changes made
since its opening in 1971.
"On Oct. 6 we will pull the
Matisse exhibit. After that
the carpenters will begin
work," said Alvey.
The exhibits of visiting artists that were supposed to ap·
pear during the time of the
renovation have either been
canceled or moved to the apr·
ing semester.
" We have moved the
Bachelor of Fine ArtsCBFA)
exhibits from the upper level
of Eagle to the gallery in the
Curris Center,''said Alvey.
She also said the BFA

written presentation as in the
other degrees, are required to
have a one-man art show
which is usually displayed in
Eagle or in the Curris Center
gallery.
"The renovation hasn' t
caused too many problems,"
said Alvey, "because there
are only a handful of BFA
students this semester. The
spring semester would have
been different though because
we are booked solid with BFA
exhibits."
After the renovation is com·
plete, the Eagle Gallery will
be showing such exhibits as
the Hallmark Collection of
20th Century Masters
Photography, a drawing in·
vitational, the biennial faculty exhibit and several student
art shows.
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for your

Hours
10 a.m.- 11 p.m.

INFORMATION

Victor's

SHIELD

HOMECOMING

The Shield will take group
pictures of campus organiza·
tions from 3 p.m. to 10 p.m. Oct.
6 through Oct. 9 in the Barkley
room located on the third floor
of the Curris Center. Those in·
terested must contact the
Shield office at 762-4495.

The Student Government
Association will have a
Homecoming organizational
meeting at 5 p.m. Tuesday, Oct.
7 in the SGA office located in
the Curris Center. Those in·
terested in entering a spirit
banner or float for the 1986
Homecoming Parade should
turn applications in before Friday, Oct. 3 to the SGA office.
The application deadline for
Homecoming Queen candidates
is 4 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 25.

ALPHA DELTA PI

The MSU Alpha Delta Pi
chapter won the Diamond
4-point award, Harris award,
A-1 treasurer award, and the
outstanding panhellenic com·
municationa award at their na·
tiona! convention. Alpha Delta
Pi member Kellv Marlow from
Paris, Tenn., ~on a national
Alpha Delta Pi scholarship
award.

ART

presents

Mystery Sandwich Tuesday
Clues
1. A boy's name
2 . A burger

3. Swiss Cheese
SGA

The Student Government
Association invites the public to
attend senate meetings at 5
p.m. every Wednesday in the
Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.

LECTURE/WORKSHOP

The Organization for Murrav
Art students will meet at 4 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 17, in Room
411 of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building, All art students are
invited to atlend.

13th and Main

Patricia Koppman, publisher
of
The Connection. a San
Diego based newsletter used by
schools to communicate with
parents, will speak today and
Saturday at the Robert F. Alsup
Distinguished Lecture and
Workshops. 'rhose interested
may register from 6:30 to 7 p.m.
LEARNING/COUNSEL
in the Special Education
The leaming centercounsel· Building lobby.
ing center will begin its ~econd
.;ession with a reading lab from
2:30 p.m. to 3:30 p m. Sept. 30
in the Lowry Center.

*purchase the large mystery sandwich
on Tuesday and receive a Free Gift from
Shear Lunacy: $3 off cut and shampoo or
~::i' ~
1 free tanning visit

~p ~. t~

~Jr'Y~

Solve the Mystery Sandwich on Tuesday
and be a winner at
t
'
JC ors

v·

for delivery

753-7715

OMICRON DELTA
KAPPA

Membership applications for
Omicron Delta Kappa may be
picked up in Room 218 of Ord·
way Hall until Oct. 3.

• •

ALPHA OMICRON
PI

The MSU Alpha Omicron Pi
chapter was recently honored
with achievement awards at a
Region 2 Leadership
conference.
The achievement awards include: the Quota Honor Roll,
Rush Excellence, Outstanding
Rush Reporting, Financial
Reporting Excellence, Finan·
cial Management Exce1lence,
Corporation Excellence,
Chapter Achievement Award
and the Apple Pie Award. The
MSU chapter was the only
chapter in the region to win the
Apple Pie Award.
EPSILON PI TAU

Epsilon Pi Tau members will
meet at 3:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Sept. 24, in Room 205 of the Applied Science and Technology
Building. Dr. Horwood, an
assistant graphic arts professor,
is the guest speaker scheduled
for the meeting

Seniors and Graduates
Get your yearbook portraits
made for the 1987 Shield
Sept. 22 - Oct. 3
8 a.m.- 12:30 p.m.
1:30 p.m.· 5 p.m.
3rd floor Currls Center

No appointments necessary

Got a gripe? Tell Us. • .

... in a public meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Curris Center Theatre.
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Last flick shown at Cine
By BETH SUCHMAN
Staff Writer

''A cinema with three mo\'ies
can be operated for the same
cost as a five-movie cinema can
be operated. The same number
of personnel is needed,'' stated
Hopkins. "And by showing five
different movies, you can appeal to a larger audience," he
added.

What is one of the most com·
mon types of weekend enter·
tainment? Where do most peo·
ple take their dates? What is
one of the biggf;lst industries in
the country, if not the world?
The movies, of course! And MurThe Cheri was constructed
ray recently lost one of the two w1th the intention of building
theaters in town.
additional viewing rooms at a
later time. The same number of
Murray residents saw their seats will qe available in the
last movie at the Cine Central new additions . Hopkins
Twin Theater Sept. 4. The
believes that the added number
theater was located in the Cen- of movies is more convenient for
tral Shopping Center.
movie-goers, since all the
According to John Hopkins, movies will be under one roof.
former manager of. the theater,
the Cine closed to consolidate
One would think that closing
with the only other theater in a theater at the onset of the fall
Murray , the Cheri. Both semester of college when the
theaters were owned by H.P. student population returns
Vincent of Columbia, Tenn., would burt the business more
and Tommy Brown, of Murray. than help. But Hopkins said
Hopkins now manages the that the months of Sept. and
Cheri with Brown.
Oct are slow times in the movie
The consolidation was business. It marks the time bet·
necessary to decrease opera- ween the summer and
tional overhead and add 2 more Christmas runs and fewer
theaters to the cinema complex. popular movies are released.

With school resuming, high
school students who flock to the
th~aters during the week are
replaced by the college
studentA. "Even with the slack
being picked up by the added
population, September is still
the best time to close a
<theater," Hopkins said.
Employees at the Cheri are
not sure when construction will
begin on the addition. Accor·
ding to Hopkins, there is still a
lot of red tape to cut through.
"The state stiU has to approve
our plans and the building will
need to be checked by people
like the state fire marshall,"
Hopkins said.
He hopes to re-open the Cine
around Christmas to provide
the community with the
popular movies released for the
holiday season.
"If we see that the new
theaters will not be open by
Christmas, the Cine will be reopened until the construction is
completed," Hopkins said.

Movie rental sales increase,
gain popularity with students
By LISA GLASS
Staff Writer

Not long ago, going out to a
movie was the thing to do for
entertainment. But in June, 10
million fewer people went out to
the movies than last year. It
was also the second summer in
a row that movie business was
down. It seems that video ren·
tals are cutting into the
business of walk-in theaters.
Murray currently has seven
video rental stores with as
many as 7.000 titles. What has
made the video rental business
grow like it has?

Python movies are the most
popular with students, though."
According to Hill, horror
movies are the ones rented out
the most from Showtime, while
family movies get the popularity vote from Classic Film Ren·
tals customers.
"R-rated movies are our most
popular, but especially actionpacked movies," says Jim
Hopkins, manager of Movies to
Go "Old classics are our least
popular."
What does the future for the
movie theater industry look

like? "I think it looks good,''
Hopkins said."Most people are
going to see a movie on the big
screen first before t hey wait a
year for it to come out on
video."
Rollins agrees. "People still
enjoy getting out of the house
for entertainment and I think
the walk-in theatern are going
to be around for a long time,"
she said.
It looks like movie lovers are
going to have the best of both
w01·lds for a long time to come.

PERM SPECIAL
$5 OFF
Through September

Brenda's Beauty Salon
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

753-4582

Glenda Robert-Owner
operators-Tanya
Dena
jody

SPOKE AND PEDAL
In Dixieland Center
Wants You to Know About. ..

BIKE·A·THON!!
11 funds going to Diabetes Research Education.
Pick up your pledge sheets at 15th Street entrance at MSU Student Center
Ride for:

Sept. 21

Prizes
Patches

7 a.m.- 7 p.m.

753-0388

JeJllllfi

FAVORITE!

Now Specially Priced

"It's simple, " says ,Jim
Egbert, Movie World employee.
"Video cassette recorders allow
you to be the master of your
entertainment schedule. You
can rent as many movies as you
want to watch when you want."

SEPTEMBER 15 THRU SEPTEMBER 28

HOT FUDGE CAKE

Kay Hill , of Showtime
Movies, and Classic Film Rentals employees Laurie Rollins
and Sherry Colley agree. "It's
much more convenient to rent a
movie for the family and Jess ex·
pensive," said Colley.

ONLY25¢

With purchase of any Jerry's Favorites
dinner or Charbroiled dinner.
Jerry's Hot Fudge Cake · rich and famous! Van!Ua
ice cream sandwiched between light and moist
devil's food cake With a rich. dark. hot fudge
sauce, whipped topping and a cherry! Perfect
finish for any of Jerry's favorites dinners or
Charbroiled dinners!

The hours also have an advan·
tage over the movie theaters.
By 10 a.m. all of the video rental stores are open for business.
During the week the theaters
don't start shows until 7 p.m.

EVERY SUNDAY CHICKEN SPECIAL!

The best time for business is
weekends. "Students can rent
movies and keep them for th~
weekend," ~:~ayR Egbert. \

4-Pc. Pride Frled' Chicken Dinner Only $4.99
2·Pc. Pride Fried! Chicken Dinner Only $2.99

Winter-'iq also a busy time for
rental stor es. " Our business
really pjc.ks up during tha
win~r." says1!ill;tit'.'q col a ana
snOW5SJ80 .what elst! is there for
Sttf~t() do?"

- Some of the gOOd things going on at Jerry's!

wtft

Photo by BETH

DZE~GOLEWSKI

arc the most popular KELLY COLLINS of Clnclnattl, Ohio end Ter~sa Day of He ndermovie titles? "'I'hey vary," says son look ove r the selection of mbvles that can be rente d fro m the
Egbert:: "I "think -:;the Monty ~her! Jheater=--~

.south 12th St.
Murray, Ky.

~ember
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Heningbone Chain
Heningbone Bracelet

Chestnut Hills

18", $88
7", $45

753-7695

Captain D's

4 Can Eat For $8
BACK-TO-SCHOOL SAYINGS

review

~-

Rob Lowe • Demi Moore

Supenor; B - Good; C - Fair:
0 - Mediocre: E- Poor

Romance has new
twist in 'Last Ni.ght'
This movie should touch
every l!ftudent's heart.
"'About Last Night" is a
wonderfully orchestrated
catalog of modern twists to
the traditional story of boy

meets

gi•l. Th;,

(1:30) 7:15 ONLY

~

BOUNDS

AtfiHOMY MICHAEL HALL

II)

(1:30, 3:20) 7:16, 9:20

falling in love and the story
becomes interesting and life·
like.
The couple even goes so far
as to live together in hopes of
turning the lust of their first

Giant Fish Sandwich,
French Fries and Medium Drink

'199

comft""""''"
Into love l'ot- ..,b
ther, but no aueh luck. He

speaks with clarity and
viction to anyone who has n
known what love was unf
was gone.

The movie involves the complexities of t he modem love
affair . Enter Dan, played by
Rob Lowe, an interpriaing
young businessman a.k.a .
hunk, who meets and taUs for
an attractive yuppie, played
by Demi Moore. But the tradi·
tioDal story stope there.
Eater old flames, probfema
at work, problema at home,
• jealous frieDa, aM the f4
of

on't commit, Bb&'a tired 1:1f
mitting, and neither of
ir best trienda can stand
each other.
In the end, Dan finally
realises, like a lot of people,
that be didn't bow what love
was until it walked out the
door.
"Aboutl.utNiaht" will not
win an AeadeJay Award, but
it sboaWa't be ...... by
anyone who hu ever baeD in
love.
. >~--L , ._

Monday-Tuesday Special

VHSMOVIE

PLAYER RENTALS
Almost 1500 Movies
$2 Rental-Members

Caatain
••n.~~~tt~e .......
.............. c ...... Oldy

,,:IJ!Cle..er
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. Jei41NI--t
.
......

MF OfM' .....,._,_,
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Gilt I gripe? TelliS. ..

. . . in a public meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in ~ Curris Center Theatre. ....___ _ _ _ ____.
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Beat Farmers tour South
By ANGIE WATSON
Campus Life Editor

Assistant

The Beat Farmers' approach
to a concert was straightforward. Their Monday night show
didn't have a laser light show,
pyrotechnical stunts or even
choreographed dance steps.
The audience in Cutchin
Field, beside the Curris Center,
heard what one critic from The
Times Record of Trojan, N.Y.
described as " rough, rude
rhythm·and-blues influenced
rock music."
The Beat Farmers core.
members are vocalist/drummer,
Country Dick M ontana ;
vocalist/guitarist, Jerry Raney;
and bassist, Rolle Dexter. Joey
Harris, who joined the band in
January of this year, replaced
vocalist/ guitarist Buddy Blue .
Together the four members pro·
vide an extensive history of
musical credits.
"I think between all of us,
we've probably been at it( music)
for over 100 years or close to it
anyway,,. said Montana, a
native of Buzzard Springs,
Okla.
The San Diego-based band
formed in 1983 and began
rehearsing in an abandoned
warehouse in El Centro, Ca.
According to Montana, the
band swnt t.h e firJit ten shows of
their career nameless.
" We just called ourselves dif
ferent things--whatever came to
mind.'' said. Montana. "One
niaht we w.ere the ' Anal
Tomato,"'

They took the name Beat
Farmers when a friend won t he
"Name the Band" contest, said
Montana. The winner received
a case of Bud Light for h is ef·
forts and a place in the 1987
Beat Farmers Almanac, a pam·
phlet document ing the history
of the group.
The bane! became well-known
in southern California night
!i}>Ots such as "Bodies'' and
"Bacch mal," and began open·
ing for ,,cts like The Blasters,
Los Lob<.1, The Bangles, and
Leon Rus~ll.
Montana said of the Beat
Farmer music, " We try ·to let
the crowd know where we're
coming from wit hout being too
preachy. We'r e definitely coming from the lei\."
Tales of the New West released on Rhino Records in 1985
marked the first a'bum for the
Beat Farmers. They began touring the United States and ven·
tured to England during the
summer to promote the album.
While in England, the group
recorded a six-song extended
play album, Glad & Greasy
under the Demon Records label.

- See us for all your
fall fashion needs

I

Today's fashions

I

-

though. We've aU been doing
this for so long. We're doing it
because we love the music,"
Montana said.
Harris, one of the songwriters
of t he group, a long with Raney
said of success, "You can't ever
sit back and say 'I made it."'

I
I

at

I

yesterday's price

"You get boring when you do
that," a dded Montana.
He listed Chicago, Denver
and Seattle as some of his
favorite concert sites.

Your• Mine & Our•

I

nearly new shop

I

117 S. 4rh, Murray

753·0'7

- -

"I like it when t he a udience
k nows bow to have a good
time," Montana said.
Mollie Morga n, a sophomore
from Paducah, said, "They
reminded me of the Del Fuegos.
They're borderline punk with a
country twang. I liked it."

- -

~.30 a.m,·2

-

p.m.

I

Dry Cleaning Special
5 Shirts $2.99
Skirts, Sweater s, Slacks $1
Long Coats $2 each
Suits (2 pc.) and Dresses $2 each

Pam Magan, a sophomore
from Owensboro said, "I was a
little upset because they didn't
d~ some of t heir old songs, but I
enjoyed the new ones just the
same."
The Beat Farmers will tour
the east coast and the South
and plan to record their next
album 1n November.

9:30 a .m.-4!30 p.m.

Bel-Air Cleaners
753-5242
Dry Cleaning Hours
':/ JI. m.-6 p.m. Monday-Saturday

Laundry Hours
7 11.m..IO p.m. ,Monday-Saturday
•

9 a .m .·9 p.m . ~unday

Monta.n a said the first album
was well·received. He said he

w~~timi~c~o~

ru~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

cess of the new album ilie
Van~.
which was released in June of
this year. However, commercial
s uccess was not the ultimate
goal of the band.
'.').:;$'

" It 'd be nice to have a hit. We
can exist nne without one.

b/ ~ IJI,;::;

FranklY Speaking

LOOK! JUSI 6CCAuJ~ ~e A~41l£AI eSJ
eLAS 5 MAD~ 'fJU AWA~~
~AT you·~ SHORT, OVM~

4NP

(){;L~

lJ ·No
RfAJDN 7b Qorr:

..
Saturday September 20
In the Curris Center Ballroom
8 and 10 p.m.
TICKETS $2 per person

/
~

.'

To be televised through the campus network system
Bought to you by theUniuersity Center Boardand WAAW FM 103.7

Final Sidewalk
Sale of the year ...Saturday
& Sunday only, Sept. 20 and 21
•
•
..
~

J

It's your last chance for great savings on merchandise from throughout the store.

Pier1
Bel-Air Center
.
Save 50% on sidewalk items.
Many more
items will bet reduced inside ·the store.
t • ...
t
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I
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~
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Racer fan wins $50.0
By ANGELA HAZEL
Ass•stant ~ports

Photo by Chns Evans

GRADUATE ASSISTANT DOUG MCPHERSON (light) lllong wtth VIctor.._., Cobey Oelk, hHd to
the 30 y.nt Hne In the WSJP "Kick for Cah" helftlme show Sept. 13. McPherlon'aldck brought

him $500.

years.
Although McPherson said he
never played on football team
he had kicked field goals with a
friend for the fun of it.
Sam Parker, general manager ,
of WSJP, said this is the first
time anyone has made the kick.
The contest began last &eason
and MCPherson was the sixth
person to attempt the kick.
Parker said the person drawn
to kick has 60 seconds to put the
ball down on the 30 yard line
and make the kick.
Since no one made the kick
last eeaaon the amount was up
to $2,500. However, the radio
station does not carry the
amount over from year to year,
making McPherson'• kick
worth $500.
Acx:ording to Parker, this
season it was possible for WSJP
to give away up to $3.000.
Parker said the radio station
puts up the money for the con·
test, but Victor's provides their
Victor's Man for the game and
Parker Ford furnishes the
automobile to escort the contest
participant onto the field.
Not only does the noise of
crowd add to the thrill, but also
the music piped over the
stadium public address system.
"We play Rocky in the
background," Parker said.

a

Editor

As Rod Stewart's song says
"Some Guys Have All the
Luck", and Doug McPherson is
one of those lucky guys.
McPherson, a graduate student in journalism, kicked a 40
yard field goal during the Murray State-Southern Illinois
University football game.
This may not sound like a big
task for a field goal kicker, but
McPherson was not playing in
the game. McPherson par·
ticipated in "The WSJP Kick
for Cash", sponsored in part by
Victor's Sandwiche• and Parker
Ford. McPherson was awarded
$500 for his winning field goal
kick.
McPherson, a native of Paris,
Tenn., said he was breathless
after he aaw the ball sail between the up-rights.
Not only was McPher80n surpriaed that he made the kick
but also that he was drawn to
kick in the first place.
"It's funny, I don't remember
signing up for it", McPherson
said,"I guess I did it a really
,
long time ago."
McPherson said he was
notified by WSJP the day before
the game that be bad been
drawn to kick. This meant he
would have only one day to
practice. Prior to Saturday he
had not kicked a football in six

Racers stunned
by SIU 'o ffense
By JOHN WATSON
Spofts Editor

- : - - - - - - - - - - - -·
Waiting for 53 years to
avenge a 13-0 loss, Southern 11linois Univenity tallied up 480
yards in offense to down the
Racers 31.0.
The shut out was the first
since Central Misaouri Univer·
sity beat Murray State 13.0 on
Sept. 18, 1982 at Stewart
Stadium.
"We simply got beat by a bet·
ter football team tonight," said
head coach Frank Beamer.
"They played more aggreasjve
and made the fewest mistakes
and that is what it takes to
win."
Beamer noted that instead of
sticking with something that
worked and developing con·
sistency, the offense tried to do
tou much during the first half.
The Salukis jumped into the
lead with 4:57 left in the first
quarter when Anthony Vaughn
broke through the right side of
Murray's line and raced 76
yards for a touchdown.
The other two Southern 11linois scores came on an 11 yard
pass from Pat King to Bruce
Phibbs with 4:42 left in the half,
and with under a minute to
play, Ron Miller kicked a
42-yard field goal to give the
Salukis a comfortable 17.0 lead.
Sophomore tailback Rodney
Payne from St. Louis, Mo.• led
the Racers in rushing by carrying the ball 21 timell for 71
yarda. Lut weeki OVC offen-

s ive Player of the Week, junior
Bill Byrd, a full back from Cape
Giradeau, Mo., was held to only
12 yards on six carries.
"Rodney ran the ball well for
us tonight," Beamer said.
"Once again. if we had just
stuck to a couple of things, like
running the ball, instead of try.
ing several things, the game
might have gone a lot better."
Murray State opened the eecond half with two good drives
but then slowed down, according to Beamer.
"[thought that after the half
we had a good thing going, but
then we just bogged down .
again," he said.
Last week Beamer noted that
he thought the team that would
do the best would be the one
Photo by CHRIS EVANS
that could adjust the quickest.
For the Salukis it meant ad· RECEIVER STANLEY HOWARD strldel to elude Salukil' defenalve backs during the RKe1'11' 31 ·0
justing to the wide tackle six 'loss Sept. 13. Howard hed three reception• for 60 yards.
and the Racers adjusting to the
wishbone type offenae.
"They did a really great job of
reading our defense and their
big men got the job done on the
us for the opening of practice on teams in the top 20, DePaul
line," he said.
University, Middle Tennessee
15."
Oct.
According to Beamer, ex· By JOHN WATSON
ecuting and penalities Spott8Editor
The squad will begin practice State University and Tennessee
presented a problem to the
at 12:01 a.m. Oct. 15 during Technological University. ln
squad throughout the game.
The Lady Racer buketball their annual "Midnight addition top 10 opponent
The Racers had 12 penalties for squad and coach Bud Childers Madness" practice aeasion to Western Kentucky University
is alated for Jan. 24.
73 yards compared with nine for are preparing for their biggest kick off the 1986-87 season.
47 yards for the Salukis.
Western made it to the NCAA
"Our schedule ia tough all the
home event of the aeason when
"Executing was a problem for they open in the Hawaiian way through this season," final four in women's basketua tonight," Beamer said. "We Tropic Classic Dec. 1·2.
Childers said. "We tried to ball last year at Rupp Arena in
did some penalty things tonight
"People mUit realize that achedule games, such as tour· Lexington.
basketball is not jUit a fall aport namenta and rivalries, where
See FOOT8AU. any more," Childer• said. there would be pressure on the
See LADY RACERS
Pege 21 "Risht now we are in our condi- Jirls to win."
20
tioning phale that will prepare
The Khedule include.

Racers face hard season

three::~·-------p··-•
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Lady _R acers--------------------------------------contlnued from Page 19

" By playing such a tough nonconference schedule I hope that
we will be ready to play when
the OVC tournament stru-ts."
Childers said. ''We will play a
schedule with a regional flavor
while at the same time gaining
some national exposu.r e because
of our opponents."
According to Childers, the
team's key loss from last season
was senior Shawna Smith to
graduation. However, after an
excellent recruiting year
Childers is in hopes that her
!<lot can be filled.
" We really had a great
recruiting year," he said. "I am
counting on these new players
to come in and put pressure on
my returners for playing time
and thereby increasing our
quality of play."
Key returners will be Shelia
Smith, a sophomore from Mem·
phis, Tenn .• who averaged 19.6
points per game and was named
Freshman of the Year in the
OVC. Rona Poe, a .sophomore
from Benton, who averaged 9.6

points per game and finished second in assist!! with 83 for the
season.
Senior Geralyn Feth will provide leadership for the team as
well as filling the center posi·
lion were she was the leading
rebounder last season with 260.
After taking a medical red·
shirt in the 1985-86 as a result
of an injury in a pre-season
scrimmage, senior team captain
Melody Ottinger will return
after being named the team's
Most Valuable Player her
junior year.
The team picked up three col·
lege transfers and five
freshmen.
Forwards that were recruited
are: Carolyn Littles, 5·feet
10-inches, from Pearl River
Junior College in Mississippi;
Kathy Matthews , 5-feet
ll·inches, from Lindsey Wilson
College: Karen Johnson, 6-feet,
from Hamilton High School in
Memphis, Tenn., and Holly
Baker, 6-feet, from Peoria
Manual High School in Peol'ia,

Ill.
Coming in to help fill the
guard positions are: Vanessa
Gray, 5-feet 3-inches, from
Wabash Valley Junior College
in Mt. Cannel,Ill., and Melissa
HulTman, 5-feet 9-inches, from
Columbus North High School in
Columbus, Ind.
The only center that signed
with the Lady Racers is Jeannie
Polloman, 6-feet 4-inches. from
Carlyle High School in
Bartelso, Ill.
Going against most other
coaches and poll-makers,
Childers said he would look for
Tennessee Tech to take the
OVC crown this seaRon with
Middle Tennessee finishing a
su·ong second.
••Tech has 6·foot 3-inch OVC

New and used parts for •
Toyota, Datsun, VolkSwagen,
Subaru, and Fiat.

Import Auto SalVage
474-2325

McPhe~on----------

continued from Page 19

Puker said he knows
McPherson's winning kick has
stimulated interest in the
contest.
McPherson said this is the
first time he has ever won this
much money. He said the last
time he won anylhing was in a
drawing in high school.
"I won a tw·key one time

when I was in 11th grade, so
that was the last thing I'd
won."
So what does McPherson plan
to do with his new found
wealth? He said he has already
moved to a bigger apartment. "I
did it the day after I won it."
McPherson said, "That was
the luckiest day of my life!"

,,

WE REPAIR
BROKEN
CHAINS
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most valuable player Cheryl
Taylor,'' he said. "Unless the
rest us can find a way to stop
her, Tech is going to be hard to
beat."
Childers said he expects the
Lady Racers to be challengers
along with Youngstown State
and Akron.
Dale Leever, a graduate of
Georgia Southwestern College,
moved from graduate assistant
t.o women's assistant basketball
coach.
''I'm really glad to have Dale

or

move up to the assistant coach
slot this season," Childers said.
Sarah Evans has filled the
graduate assistant slot left open
by Leaver's promotion and will
be responsible for working with
the young players. She played
for Stanford University in
California.
"We are really excited about
having Sarah join the staff this
year and think she can really be
an asset to the program."
Childer& said.

"Sharing God's Love"
Sunday School ........................................ 9:30 a.n1.
(Snack Breakfast and Sunday School Cla:';ses for
University Students.)
Morning Worship ........................................ 10:45 a.m.
Church Training................................................ 6 p .n1.
Sunday Euening Worship.................................. 7 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Worship ....................... 6:45 p.m.
Vans runnitlg on campus 9 a.m.
p.m . on Sunday euenlng.

or~

Su11day morning CJid 5;45

First Baptist Church
203 S. Fourth St.
753-1854

Court &clulre. flllurnll
tSJ.IMO

The University Center Board Proudly Presents

Parent's Weekend '86

RAY
STEVENS
with

Keith Stegall

·Saturday October 11 8 p.m. Lovett Auditorium
All seats reserved $9 Available in the SGA Office
DOMINo•s

PIZZA

KEEP YOUR TICKET STUB!!! 2 winners will be drawn on stage
the night of the show and will receive a 12' 2 item pizza
every week for the rest of the semester. Compliments of
Domino's Pizza arid the University Center Board

Jo'unded by S.G.A.
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Flanagan looking for OVC title
By DENNIS DOCKERY
Sports Writer

With the help of head coach
Jay Flanagan, the Murray
State men's cross country team
believes it can win the
conference.
"In my four year career here
at Murray State," said Lance
Winders, cross country runner,
"I haven't missed a weekday
morning run with coach
Flanagan. He's the first one
here at 6:30 every morning to
run the team four miles."
Winders also sa id that
Flanagan is tough.
''I don't think the man eats or

sleeps," he said.
Flanagan teaches physical
education on campus, works at
the track office and then prac·
tices with the team from 3 to 5
p.m.
"Flanagan sets the example
and the members follow," said
Winders. "He influences a per·
son to do something."
Winders said, "If it wasn't for
coach Flanagan, I wouldn't be
in school and wouldn't care to
be in school. He taught me how
to better myself as a student
athlete and work hard at it.''
Mike Leveronne, a fifth year
senior from Louisville, said,
"We have a good shot at the
OVC title. We have experienced

r~ers and leadership.

ft

-~e don't ~uch re~ct

but. we wctk~ 'tvery hard,''

Le'<\ri>~nne
saiD:'~mer~s~uni·

ty am
on pur te
It's somet

~Jfo o

member
olarship.
ant to do."

The cross country team finish·
ed fourth
of 17 teams at
sru
Sept. 13.
out of

Aces defeat Murray
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports Wnter

The Racer \'Olleyball team
dropped two matches this week
fi nishing with a record of 1·4,
" We could just as easily be
4 -0 ," Ferguson said. "We have
faced one good competition and
it was a really close match that
could have gone either way:·
The Universtiy of Evansville
won the- match on Sept. 11 in
li~·e set::;. 15-9, 12-15, 9-15, 15·11
I 1d 15·12.
Coach Ferguson said that the
E\'ansvllle game was a good in·
dication of the team's progress
:., one year. In the season
l'ner last year, Evansville
, rummed" the Lady Racers,

according to Ferguson.
" We are getting stronger each
time out," he said.

Ferguson said that several
players had been performing
well.

Senior Amy Livesay from
Salem, Ill., agrees and said,
"We're playing a lot better than
we were last year.''
The Lady Racer s i m·
plemented a new offense
against Arkansas State on Sept.
16 and although it created a lot
of confusion, is essential for
future matches, according to
Ferguson.

" Anne Flynn played a great
match against Evansville,"
Ferguson said. "Our freshmen
are playing super. Janna Roach
is doing a superb job at setter
and Diane Okey is a major
force."
He said that freshman Karen
Tindle from Carbondale, Ill.,
has been the team's most con·
sistent player.

" The new offense created a lot
of confuRion," Ferguson said.
" It was like starting the season
over
Arkansas State won the
match in three sets 15-5, 15·3
and 16·14.

"She plays all positions well
and is doing a super job," he
said .
See VOLLEYBALL
Page 23

Foo~an----------------------
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Geiger said the team went in· conference if we ean stay free of
to the meet tired, and he and injuries."
Flanagan were suprised at how
Abell, who placed 34th, says
well the team ran with all the he ran good but his legs
miles it had put in during the bothered him and the course
week.
was tough.
Winders, who placed 16th,
Abell made the OVC all con·
said he will get mentally tough ference team two years ago and
as the season progress.
plans to be honored again this
"I ran too conservatjvely in year.
our last two meets,'' he said.
"I just want to do well enough
Winders also said the team so that the team will win,"
has several people capable of Abell said. "I'll do anything to
winning the conference, help our team win the
especially Leveronne.
conference."
''Winning the OVC as a team
The cross country team will
will take a team effort," he said. compete Saturday at Western
"To be honest, we can win the Kentucky University \it 11 a .m .

E II T e ttl~,
\'laV to"gY
,,~ ..re
v~ pfl0
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Meettng: Wednesday 3:30p.m. AS 2oss
'All !..t...,. ll TedlaoiOCY St....u ll "--cy I•YI*

Attention Married Students !!
Murray State has apartments
available in College Courts.
When you consider: utilities,
phone service, and transportation ,
living on campus may be your
least expensive option in Murray.

contlnued from Page 19

that were just outlandish."
Murray State fans saw the appearance of freshman quarter·
back Michael Procter,
Sylvester, Ga., during the closing minutes of the third quarter
and the entire fourth quarter.
During that time he attemp·
ted six passes and completed
three for 86 yards, one of which
was a 43 yard pass reception by
Marc Murray, a junior receiver
from West Palm Beach, Fl.
"We put Mike in the game
because we felt he could evade
the Salukis's pass rush better
than Mike Woznichak , "
Beamer said.
Murray will have this week
off before having to face the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers
Sept. 27 at Stewart Stadium.
Kickoff is set for 7:30p.m .
Last year the Racets lost a
close 27-25 game in Bowling
Green.
, ""At first I didn't know if the
off week was going to help or
hurt the team after the Saluki
loss," Beamer said. "But the
team has really worked harder

than I originally expected and
now I think the break comes at
a good time."
Bud Foster, Racer linebacker
coach, noted that Southern fl.
linois did a good job in adjusting
and reading the Murray State
wide tackle six defense.
"I was disappointed in the
fact that we are a stunting
defense and did not get the
jump on the ball," Foster said.
"ln order to be successful in a
stunting defense you have to
get the jump on the ball."
Foster noted that after the
success of Southeast Missouri
and Southern Illinois passing
the ball, the defensive secondary and linebackers have to be
prepared for a good pass
defense.
"What we need to do is to put
the rush on the ball so that we
either sack their <Western)
quarterback or make him throw
on the run," he noted.

team and that the best thing to
do concerning the loss to sru is
to forget it.
"We did not coach or play well
against the Salukis," he said. "I
just hope we can learn from it
and be ready for each game the
remainder of the season.''

Call 762-231 0 for more
information on College apartments.

TRY US
BEFORE YOU BUYI

. We do all type~ of muffler repair & instollatio".

Gerrald Boyd's Auto
Repair & Service Center
514 S. 14th St.
753-1750

Beamer noted that the most
important part of the Racer
schedule. is now in front of the

Got a gripe? Tell us. . • . · .
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. .. in a public meeting Tuesday at 8 p.m. in the Curns Center Theatre.
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Netters will face
tough competition
curate word for the Racer pro·
gram, which finished last
season with an unprecedented
:reventh consecutive OVC title.
Mw·ray State's men's tennis An eighth title may not be far
team will face some of their away for a team that has all
strongest competition ever this players returning from last
fall by playing aome of the best year.
teams in the nation in an at·
The return of the the 1985
tempt to gain strength for their player of the year, Tony
spring matches.
Wretlund of Vasteras, Sweden,
According to coach Bennie should make the nelters.even
Purcell, the team will travel to stronger.
the University of Georgia (two·
"It feels great to be back,"
time NCAA champion), the Wretlund said. "We're looking
University of Tennessee at good this year and I'm looking
Knoxville (alma mater of foward to the season."
several touring professionals), Wretlund said that the tough
Alabama, Auburn, and Nor· schedule this fall ·will be good
thwest. Louisiana, all of which for the team and "make us give
finished in the top 20 in the more of ourselves."
The Swedish sophomore
Southeastern Conference last
reached his highest ranking in
spring.
The team will also go to the February of 1985 as the 67th
Univehity of Indiana, Ohio player in the nation. His rank·
State University, the Universi· ing dropped to 104 after missing
ty of Nebraska. the University the 1986 season because of a
of New Mexico and the Univer· one year service tour in the
llity of Las Vegas. Indiana and Swedish military, which is re·
Ohio State finished third and quired of all Swedish citizens.
fourth respectively last spring
John Brunner, a senior from
Buffalo, N.Y., has exactly 100
in the Big 10.
"The fuct that we have had a career wins, a pinnacle only five
successful program over the other players in the history of
years has made it possible for us the team have attained.
"I like the schedule because it
to have a schedule such as
this," Pua·ccll said. "And we makes you play better and it's
have found that a diff1cult non· more fun playing against the
conference schedule has best," Brunner said.
Jens Bergrahm, a senior from
prepared us for conference mat·
ches," Purcell said.
Stockholm, Sweden, has 80
"Successful" is a mild but ac. career wins and said that 100

By DOUG MCPHERSON
Sports Wnter
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was a goal for him this season.
"I like the schedule because it
gives us a chance to develop and
to measure ourselves against
the best teams in the nation,"
Bergrahm said. "The whole
team seems to like it."
Other returning players are:
Paul Austin, senior, Murray;
Jonas Bergrahm, sophomore,
Stockholm, Sweden; Alan
Farmer, senior, Belleville, 111.;
Bard Gundersen, senior, Oslo,
Norway; Andy Powless,
sophomore, Flora, Ill.; Nathan
Rowton, sophomore, Paducah;
John Schneider, sophomore, St.
Louis; and Tad Taylor, senior,
Grayville, Ill.
Two new players are Tore
Stuem, junior, Oslo, Norway;
and Mike Adams, freshman,
Marshall County.
The Racers will begin their
season Saturday when they
host seven teams at the 22nd
annual MSU Invitational
Tournament.
The competing teams are: In·
diana University, Southern Jl.
linois University, Western Ken·
tucky University, the University of Louisville, Eastern Kentucky University, Middle Tennasset• State University and
Southwest Missouri State
University.
Play will last all day begin ing at 8:30 a.m. both Saturday
and Sunday.

Curris Center Gameroom
Upcoming Events
9 Ball Tourney
Rotation Tourney
Table Tennis Doubles

Wednesday
Wednesday, Oct. 15
Wednes<lay, Oct. 15

7 p.m.
7 p.m.
6p.m.

Bowling Leagues Now organizing
Get Your Team Together Now!
Faculty/ Staff League
4 people/ team

Mondays

6p.m.
Begins Oct. 6

Mixed Couples League
4 people/ team

Mondays

9p.m.
Begins Oct. 6

Wednesday Open League
Any combination of 4 pe9ple

Wednesdays

8p.m.
Begins Oct. 8

Thursday Trio League
3 people/ team

Thursdays

6:30p.m.
Begins Oct. 9
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Linksters take part
in annual tourney
By KEVIN PATTON
Sports Wnter

The Murray State golf team
opens the 1986-87 season this
weekend by hosting the MSU
Intercollegiate Golf Tourna·
ment at the Frances E. Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Eighteen teams will par·
ticipate in the event that is
scheduled to begin Friday
morning.
The second round of play will
begin Friday afternoon, with
the final round scheduled for
Saturday morning.
Coach Bud Hewitt i8 uncer·
tain of Murray State's chances
m the tournament.
"l wish I knew how we will
play,'' he said.
Hewitt said that the Universi·
ty of Kentucky, the defending
champion, will be the favorite.
Hewitt also felt that Memphis
State University and Western
Kentucky University both have
excellent chances in the
tournament.
The Univer:oity of Alabama·
Birmingham might be the dark·
horse of the tournament field,
nccording to Hewitt. Hewitt
also said that both Vanderbilt
University and St. Louis
University have excellent
teams. St. Louis is coached by

Volleyballcontinued from Page 21
Livesay agrees with the con·
tribution of the freshmen.
"They are a great bunch of gil'ls
to work with," she said. "They
are doing a really good job."
Ferguson said that the lock of
bench strength has been a
weakne!'s for the .Lady Racers.
He ~aid that the bench is doing
a good job, but there are only
two players on it.
"We get in long matches and
we just run out of gas," he said.
Ferguson has been impressed
by the fan turnout at the home
games. Graduate Assistant
Oscar Segovia said that the
crowd at the Evansville game
was "a good crowd." Ferguson
said that they were "en·
thusiastic and vocal."
Livesay said that the crowds
have been surprising since not
many people know about the
volleyball team. Ferguson said
that the Lady Racers b:tsketbnll team has been very
supportive.
"They have been at every ..
match," he said. "I appreciate
their support."
The .Lady Racers travel to
Southeast Missouri State
University on Sept. 23. Then on
Sept. 26·27, they travel to
Western Kentucky University
wheretheyplayintournament
action.

fm·mer St. Louis Cardinal
placekicker Jim Bakken.
Hewitt also :;aid Eastern Ken·
tucky University, the defending
OVC champion, will be in the Li·
lie chase.
Kentucky returns Steve
Flesch, the Kentucky Amateur
Champion, and Olen Grant, the
defending champion at the
MSU tournament. Hewitt said
he believed that. because of
those players and another who
finished in the lop five at Murt•ay last year and two excellent
freshmen, Kentucky should
have an excellent team.
Although Murray State
finished second last year,
Hewitt would not predict on
their finish this year.
Murray will open with two
teams for their own tournament. The blue team will consist of the top five players and
the gold team v.;ll be mnde up of
the next five players.
Members of the blue team arc
Jon Walker, a sophomore from
St. Charles, Ill.; 'Pomroy
Beshear, a freshman from
Princeton; Jeff Connell, u senior
from McClure, Ill.; Mark Bayer,
a freshman from Appleton,
Wis.; and Tim Mundy, a junior
from Hingham, Mass.
The gold team consists of
~1ike Castellari, a senior from

Centralia, Ill.; John Harp, a
J!!nior from Benton, Ill.; Jim
Tipps, a junior from Clearwater, Fla.; Brad Canter, a
freshman from Mayfield; and
John Hobby, a freshman from
Princeton.
Over the summer the golf
team had a "big loss from last
year's team," according to
Hewitt. Bud Ward, last season's
top golfer, was declared
academically ineligible. Hewitt
ulso lost a junior college
transfer. Rick Hart hnd elbow
surgery and was forced into
missing the season.
Senior Jeff Connell . said he
believes Murray still has the op·
portunity to be a good team.
"The potential is there," Connell said. "We just need to be
more consistent."
He noted that ns the team
goes though the season their
play usually gets better.
Freshman Mark Bayer agreed
with Connell and said, ·•we
should be a prctt.y strong
team."
Connell said that Murray has
an edge on the rest of the teams
in the tournament because of
their knowledge of the course.
After this weekend, Munay
State's next tournament will be
in Louisville where they compete in the Kentucky Intercollegiate Tournament Oct. 3-4.

Ray Fogg
Tuesday Sept. 23
8 p.m.

Funded by S.G.A.

B e war e
Men!

-MISS PADUCAHCONGRATULATIONS
CHRISTA
Good Luck in the
Miss Kentucky Pageant.
We love you,
The Brothers of

KAPPA ALPHA
ORDER
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